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Game ID:

System Name:

Game Type:

RTP:

Volatility:

Payout Mechanic:

Max Win Multiplier: 

Hit Frequency:

Min Bet:

Max Bet:

1204

 SantaPets

Video Slot

94.48%

High

Cluster Pays

7,000 x bet

31.45%

€0.40

€20.00

Features

- Cluster Pays
- Santa Booster
- Free Spin Feature

Game Info

Santa Pets is our newest grid video slot in the Swintt portfolio circled with Christmas ambience, cheerful pets 
and tasty features. This 7x7 Video Slot with Cluster Pays will treat you to Free Spins and Wilds which can reward 
you a max win of 7,000 x bet.

Santa Pets grants the opportunity to buy boosters to increase the chance of huge wins. The Buy Booster gives 
6 different boosters to choose from, including the Santa Rocket which will grant the players sky high wins. 
3 or more Wild symbols award 10 Free Spins with a minimum of 2x and a maximum of 8x the value.

Get into the Christmas Jolly mood with treat-ful wins with Santa Pets! 

Santa Pets

Cluster Pays

A symbol is part of a cluster if it is horizontally or vertically adjacent to the same symbol. 5 or more of the same symbols 
appearing in a cluster award a win.

Santa Booster

The Booster Meter is filled by the spin and the wins in the spin, when the Booster Meter is full, players can be rewarded the 
Santa Boosters. Players also have the 
option to buy the Boosters.

Santa Gift: A random symbol is turned into a Wild

Super Santa Gift: A cluster of 4 symbols turn Wild

Ultra Santa Bomb: Entire column turns into high paying symbols

Santa Bomb: Cluster of 9 symbols turn into any one high paying symbol randomly anywhere on the reel

Mega Santa Gift: Cluster of 9 symbols turn into a huge wild symbol randomly anywhere on the reel

Santa Rocket: A rocket can take off anywhere in the reel. It will convert the corresponding row and column symbols in any one 

high paying symbol

Free Spin Feature

Within the Free Game Feature there is another win multiplier meter with a minimum of 2x and a maximum of 8x value. 
With every win in the free game, this meter will be increased by 1x. All wins in the free game will be multiplier with the meter 
multiplier.
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